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Welcome to 9570 Larson Road. The home is clad in a deep mountain grey Hardie Board and Batten. The
monochrome colour choice allows the house to ease into the natural landscape, featuring instead the brilliant
greens of the forest, the soft moss of the hillside, the rocky outcrops, the stunning summer skies, and the
incredible evening sunsets.

The story of the fir
A large fir log lay for several years at the bottom of a local log dump. It was hard to access, there was some
surface damage, and it was difficult to tell the quality of the wood inside. It would cost a lot to lift so there it sat.
Too much risk for a regular mill. When Paul Holbrook was searching for wood to begin the homeowner's project he
wondered if they wanted to risk it and buy this old log. They agreed. When they cut open the log, everyone was
stunned at the quality of the wood - nothing like he'd seen for many years. With the homeowners on site to help
with the milling, they sawed and stacked and dried the lumber as the vision for their woodsy home took shape. It
was, in fact, an incredible log and with it they outfitted the entire home in beautiful fir that had been cast aside.

The main floor is swept with custom old-growth fir cabinetry, doors and generous finishing by local artisan
woodworker, Paul Holbrook. Counter tops, work surfaces, breakfast bench and island are finished with Osmo - a
microporous finish that preserves the natural beauty and durability of wood.•



• Osmo is considered one of the pioneers of modern wood finishing systems based on oils and waxes. Osmo products are based on rapidly
renewable, natural vegetable oils that penetrate deeply into the wood, keeping it elastic and healthy, whilst preventing it from drying and
becoming brittle. The wood is allowed to breathe which means it is naturally protected, moisture can evaporate whilst the surface is very
water resistant, water tightly beads on the surface which can be simply wiped off. It is easily refreshed and renewed without the need for
refinishing, as the product can be rubbed on with a cloth.

The Front Entry
Oversize 91-inch, custom-built, solid old-growth fir double
doors with 24 glass windowpanes take in the natural light and
gorgeous greenery of the mossy hillside. Rustic indoor/outdoor
brick tiling in the entry way creates a robust, woodsy entrance
that stands up to wet coats and boots after a rainy-day hike.

The entryway stairs, railing and door threshold are built from
beautiful African heavyweight Bubinga wood. Bubinga is
heavy, dense, and exceptionally hard and durable. The stairs
are waxed for a matte finish and elegantly grooved, creating
a non-slip stair that is tough enough for boots and shoes and
dogs.

The 24-light dimmable chandelier in the entry way lights up
the natural wood of the room to create a gorgeous glow
inside and an inviting warmth to contrast the stillness of the
monochrome exterior.

The guest bathroom on the main features a unique vitreous
china, freestanding, circular pedestal sink (Thomaston - New
York) with high-end Delta faucet; and a sleek freestanding
soaking bathtub with matching Delta freestanding tub-filler.

Wood flooring
The home features wide plank, hand-scraped, artisan restored Heart Pine flooring, crafted out of century old
beams salvaged from historic buildings in the southern United States. Authentic features include nail holes,
wood plugs and patches, hand chiseled bevels and a beautiful patina that comes from more than a century of
aging. Reclaimed Heart Pine is extremely hard and resilient. Heart Pine refers to the heartwood of the pine
tree, which is the non-living center of the tree trunk. It is sought after by woodworkers due to its strength,
hardness, and golden red coloration.

The Living Room
The stone fireplace in the main living area has a bit of historical whimsy important to the homeowners. The
mantle is made from the original fir floors in the first Brooks School in Powell River, carrying a bit of local history
into the space. The space is completed with deep fir valances, 8-inch fir baseboards and is wrapped in sliding
patio doors that make the space feel as if you are outside in the breeze on a summer day. Enjoy gorgeous
views of Finn Bay, the coming and going of boats in the harbour and the twinkling lights of the village of Lund
below.



The Kitchen
The kitchen design is a one-of-a-kind creation by local artisan and woodworker, Paul Holbrook. Old growth fir
cabinetry - with contrasting painted (Deep Night Sky anti-scratch), flush-mount doors and drawers and imported
Italian hardware - surrounds the magnificent 10' by 6' island to anchor the enormous room.
Beautifully restored industrial marine lighting, repurposed for this coastal space, lights up the wood features with
a stunning glow. There are two full pullout pantry cabinets for ease of access and good organization.

The kitchen also features a gorgeous PaperStone work surface with back splash accents and skylight surrounds.
PaperStone is created from layers and layers of recycled paper and a non-petroleum resin. In addition to
countertops, it has many outdoor applications, even including retaining walls! It is 100% food safe and is polished
up with beeswax from time to time. It is highly durable and develops a beautiful patina over time. Its surface is
warmer than natural stone and is a nice pair with its wood counterparts in the kitchen.
There is a large triple sink and a single island sink with garburator, both complimented by high-end Whitehaus
faucets, one in copper.

The Backsplash
The authentic hand painted lznik Turkish
tiles - carefully wrapped and shipped in
a box from a village 90 kms south of
Istanbul - bring a splash of colourful
tulips to the kitchen. As a symbol, the
tulip is rich and multi  faceted in Turkey.
For artisans in this village, the tulip
constitutes an object of spiritual
meditation. Mystics state that the flower
is humble because, when in bloom, it
bows its head before the majesty of
God.

The breakfast bar is 8.5 feet long and enjoys views of the rolling forested hills; stunning sunsets; year-round
birds and eagles; and the dramatic changing of the seasons as weather and clouds, snow and storms, sunsets
and morning light roll across the landscape. Every day is magic!

A built-in wine fridge and a separate sloped red wine rack, as well as the induction cook top and double
KitchenAid wall ovens make entertaining a breeze. The Heartland Sweetheart wood cookstove is undeniably a
favourite for the homeowner. The wood cookstove provides a nurturing atmosphere and gentle heat while
casseroles, stews and roasts simmer. It is very easy to light and use. While the home is heated and cooled with
a brand new {2020 installed) high-end Tempco heat pump ducted system, keeping the house at a pleasant
temperature year-round - the wood cookstove is a feature not to be missed and a is good back up in winter
storms.



The Lower Floor Suite & Gym
Surrounded by forest views and
offering cottage-style comfort,
the full suite easily accommodates
4 guests with private entrance, 1
bed, 1 bath, kitchen and laundry.
There are peek-a-boo ocean
views from the kitchen and
bedroom. The bedroom also
features spectacular sunset views!
The lower floor also contains a
generous home gym with
commercial heavy rubber flooring.

The Deck
The living room and master bedroom both open to the stairs
that lead to the enormous upper deck to take in the expansive
view of the ocean. Here you will enjoy views of the boats
nearing the entrance to Desolation Sound, the rising and
sinking of Major Rock as the tides shift, sea lions in the
distance, all day sunshine, vast sunsets, and unforgettable
starry skies. The deck is plumbed for gardening spaces and
plenty of electrical outlets for Christmas lights. There is also a
gate to the roof here for easy access (handy to get those
Christmas lights up!). In the winter, a snowy day scene from the
deck is breathtaking.

The Master Suite
Double solid fir doors open wide to the master suite. Watch the sunset and the eagles from your bed! There are
17 feet of floor-to-ceiling custom Paul Holbrook fir cabinets for ample storage. The open concept space is
divided by a suspended vanity with cabinetry with amazing cedar pedestal creating a visual masterpiece. A
hand hammered oversized copper tub, heated tile floors, Delta faucets and freestanding tub-filler feature in
the space. The tilework celebrates the artwork of Gordon Hare, Ward Foundation World Champion Sculptor.
Hare's humpback whale tiles are carefully inlaid for a unique coastal look.


